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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE DISTRICT OF OREGON

ROBSON BONNICHSEN, et al., ) Civil No. 96-1481-JE
)

Plaintiffs, ) FEDERAL DEFENDANTS'

) MOTION TO MODIFY THE
v. ) SEPTEMBER 21, 1999

) SCHEDULING ORDER TO

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, et al., ) ALLOW FOR ADDITIONAL
) TIME TO DO DNA ANALYSIS

Defendants. )
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INTRODUCTION

By Order dated September 21, 1999, the Courtrequired the federal defendants to respond

to the Bonnichsen plaintiffs' study request by March 24, 2000, or be deemed to have denied their

study request. Order at 7. In setting this date, the Court recognized that the federal defendants

would need to complete a cultural affiliation study before responding to the study request. See

Order at 6 ("... some time probably will be needed to compiete a cultural affiliation study.").

The Court also recognized that DNA analysis may well be part of the affiliation study and, in

setting the March 24 thdeadline, sought to provide the federal defendants "the time needed to

carry, out this testing, if they so choose." Id.

Last week, the Department of the Interior completed its evaluation of the expert report it

commissioned to study the efficacy of conducting DNA testing (see discussion below) and has

preliminarily decided to conduct DNA testing as part of its cultural affiliation stud?', subject to

consultation with the Tribes. However, as discussed below, the DNA analysis is estimated to

take six months to complete once appropriate experts are hired, and thus the analysis cannot be

completed by the March 24'h deadline. With this motion, the federal defendants seek to modify

the Court's Order to allow an additional six months to respond to the plaintiffs' stuffy request if

the Department of the Interior decides, upon completion of its consultation process, to conduct

the DNA analysis. Ifa final decision is made not to conduct DNA analysis, the federal

defendants would still be bound by the March 24 'h deadline.

The decision-making process on whether to conduct DNA analysis began shortly after

this Court issued its September 21, 1999 Order, when the federal-defendants began the hiring
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process for experts to assess the utility of performing DNA analysis on these ancient human

remains. Two experts with extensive expertise in analyzing both modem and ancient DNA- Dr.

Noreen Tuross, Senior Research Biochemist, Smithsonian Center for Materials Research and

Education, and Dr. Connie J. Kolman, National Institutes of Health- were hired to make this

assessment and completed their report in January of this year. Declaration of Dr. Francis

McManamon at 2 (Exhibit I t) and January 2000 Report on Potential For DNA Festing of the

Human Remains from Columbia Park, Kennewick, Washington, (Attachment A). After

considering their report, the Department of the Interior has preliminarily decided to proceed with

DNA analysis, pending consultation with the tribes as required by 43 C.F.R. 10.5. The

Depamnent of the Interior is in the process of setting up consultation with the tribe.s and

anticipates completing consultation and making a final decision within approximately the next

two weeks. Declaration of Dr. Francis McManamon at 2.

If the agency, otter consultation with the tribes, makes a final decision to obtain DNA

samples, an extension of time to complete DNA analysis is necessary. 2 As the independent

laboratories hired to perform the radiocarbon dates discovered, testing of these human remains is

much more complicated than testing of more modem remains. Dr. Tuross and Dr Kolman

estimate that completing DNA testing may take at least six months because of the low collagen

levels found in the radiocarbon samples of the human remains, the difficulty of performing DNA

1 Due to time constraints, a facsimile copy of Dr. McManamon's declaration is being
filed at this time. As soon as the original is received, it will be filed with the Court.

As mentioned above, if the federal defendants do not undertake DNA analysis, they
would still be bound by the Court's March 24, 2000 deadline. Declaration of Dr. Yrancis
McManamon at 5.
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testing on such ancient remains, and the great risk of contamination with contemporary DNA.

DNA Report at 3-5, 22-27. Accordingly, the federal defendants request that the court modify its

September 21, 1999 Order to grant an extension of time of six months from the time of the

court's ruling on this motion to complete the DNA testing and make the final agency

determination. The federal defendants are seeking this modification at this time tc assist in the

consultation and final deliberative process on DNA testing, since the current schedule does not

provide sufficient time to initiate and complete the DNA analysis.

ARGUMENT

Since the Court's September 21, 1999 Order requiting the completion of the

administrative process by March 24, 2000, the federal defendants have been working

simultaneously on the several complicated and time-consuming determinations tha:: must be

made it.,order to meet the Court's deadline: (1) the completion and interpretation oE'the

radiocarbon dating; (2) the determination whether the human remains are Native American; (3)

the dew,_lopment of the cultural affiliation study protocols, identification of experts available to

perform those studies, and review of the draft studies; and (4) the decision whether to undertake

DNA analysis. See Federal Defendants' Tenth Status Report, filed January 3, 2000. The

Departraent of the Interior received the draft cultural affiliation reports on January 15, 2000 and

is in the process of commenting on those reports, and will send them out to the five claimant

tribes to aid in consultation with the tribes. Declaration of Dr. Francis McManamon at 4.

In order to make a reasoned decision on the utility of performing DNA analysis on these

human remains, the Department of the Interior contacted several DNA experts, including Dr.
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Tuross and Dr. Kolman, in early October 1999. The first draft of the scope of work detailing the

questions to be answered was prepared on or about October 4, 1999 and the final draft was

completed on or about October 17, 1999. Declaration of Dr. Francis McManamon at 4-5. In

the scope of work, the experts were asked to evaluate a broad range of issues including: (1) the

likely extent of preservation of ancient DNA in these remains; (2) how knowing the DNA

composition of the Kennewick remains will help in determining cultural affiliation as defined by

NAGPILA; and (3) if DNA testing is conducted, how it should be conducted. Declaration of Dr.

Francis McManamon at 3. The process of hiring Dr. Tuross and Dr. Kolman was initiated in

October 1999; their draft report was submitted to the agency on December 15, 1999; the

Department of the Interior provided comments on that draft on December 20, 1999; and the final

was received on January 4, 2000. Declaration of Dr. Francis McManamon at 5. Since that time,

the Department of the Interior has distributed and evaluated the report internally. After a series

of meetings, the first of which was held on January 11, 2000, and internal deliberalions

concerning DNA testing, the Department of the Interior has preliminarily decided that the

agency should proceed with the testing, but is reserving a final decision until after consultation

with the tribes, as required by 43 C.F.R. 10.5. Declaration of Dr. Francis McManamon at 5. The
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NA results are biological information that will aid in making the cultural affiliation

determination) 25 U.S.C. 3005; 43 C.F.R. 10.2(e). Declaration of Dr. Francis M,:Manamon at

.

DNA testing is not a simple process. As the court is aware from the difficulties in the

radiocarbon testing, and as Dr. Tuross and Dr. Kolman state in their report, the age of these

human :remains, the low collagen level of the samples taken for the radiocarbon dale testing, and

the risk of contamination with modem DNA greatly complicate the already complex testing

process. DNA Report at 3-4. To ensure the accuracy of the testing results, the experts

recommend that "two independent laboratories be retained for these painstaking analyses," that a

research plan be designed for the analysis to ensure that the data is not contaminated by modem

DNA, and that these complex studies will take at least six months. DNA Report at 3-5, 22-27.

_Endeed, while the metacarpal submitted to U.C. Davis appears to have sufficient collagen

:3NAGPRA and the Department of the Interior's implementing regulations provide

general guidance as to the types of evidence the agency should consider in making a cultural
affiliation determination. 25 U.S.C. § 3005; 43 C.F.R. 10.2 (e). Both the statute artd the

regulations provide only general areas of information that should be explored; the Farticular

studies to be done are left to the agency's discretion. Where Congress does not exl:ressly state
how an agency shall carry out its statutory responsibilities, it is left to the discretion of the

agency and a court should defer to the agency expertise on questions of methodology unless the
agency's methodology is arbitrary and capricious. Inland Empire Public Lands Council v. U.S.

Forest Service, 88 F.3d 754, 760 (9 thCir. 1996). Further, where an issue "requires a high level
of technical expertise, [the court] must defer to the informed discretion of responsible federal

agencies." Marsh v. Oregon Natural Resources Council, 490 U.S. 360, 377 (1989). Courts

should exercise considerable deference to an "agency's technical expertise and experience,"
particularly with respect to questions involving " 'engineering and scientific' considerations,"

FPC v. Florida Power & Light Co., 404 U.S. 453,463, (1972). Further, "[w]hen specialists

express conflicting views, an agency must have discretion to rely on the reasonable opinions of

its own qualified experts even if, as an original matter, a court might find contrary views more

persuasive." Price Rd. Neighborhood Ass'n, Inc. v. U.S. Dept. ofTransportation_ 113 F.3d 1505,
1511 (9 ,h Cir. 1997).
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to perform DNA analysis if the agency goes forward with DNA testing, the agency will have to

collect at least one additional sample from the human remains with sufficient collagen to

successfially test. An additional step in this process is to run tests to determine whether any of

the human remains have sufficient collagen and, if so, the agency must return to the human

remains to take samples for DNA analysis. Once the proper samples are identified ;and taken, the

DNA extraction, amplification, and analysis will take several months. Declaration of Dr. Francis

McManamon at 3-4. Careful testing is time-consuming, which in this situation means at least six

months. DNA Report at 23- 27. Therefore, the federal defendants request an extension of time

of six months from the date of the court's ruling on this motion to complete the DNA analysis

and make a final agency determination.

This delay will not overly prejudice the plaintiffs. Both Bonnichsen and Asatru.plaintiffs

have urged the agency to perform precisely this test. The Bonnichsen plaintiffs have submitted

affidavits to the Department of the Interior explaining why they too believe that DNA analysis is

important and underscoring some of the difficulties of undertaking such analysis. See Affidavit

of Dr. Theodore G. Schurr, Post-Doctoral Scientist, Department of Genetics at the Southwest

Foundation for Biomedical Research, January. 2 I, 2000 (Exhibit 2). Indeed, in Dr. Schurr's

affidavit, he emphasizes that "analyzing ancient DNA is more complicated than analyzing

modern DNA" because it is "usually degraded by normal processes .... "and that "extraction and

PCR amplification (replication) of these fragments can be difficult." Schurr Affidavit at p.8.

Dr. Schu.rr also emphasizes that "to ensure the reliability of the data obtained, samples from the

skeleton should be tested by at least two different laboratories .... " Id. Asatru plaintiffs also
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requested that DNA analysis be performed. See Asatru Folk Assembly Request For

Mitochondrial DNA Analysis, filed September 2, 1999. The Asatru's expert, Dr. lvlichael D.

Brown, Assistant Professor, Emory University, also notes the likelihood of de_adation of the

DNA, risk of contamination by modem DNA, and the need for careful study by t_o laboratories.

See Asatru Folk Assembly Motion to Conduct Mitochondrial DNA Testing, filed September 2,

1999, at Brown Affidavit at p.8-9.

In addition, the federal defendants would use the extension of time for additional

consultation on the issues surrounding cultural affiliation with the tribes. See 43 C.F.R. 10.5.

Although the Department of the Interior and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers held consultation

discussions on the cultural affiliation process with the tribes on October 14, 1999 and the

Department of the Interior has received the draft reports on cultural affiliation and is in the

process of distributing them to the tribes, the additional time to perform DNA analysis would

give the: agency time to do more detailed consultation with the tribes about the cultural affiliation

reports and to again seek whatever information the tribes may have to support their claims.

Declaration of Dr. Francis McManarnon at 4.

CONCLUSION

At this time the Department of the Interior has preliminarily decided to attempt DNA

analysis and will make its final determination after consultation with the tribes within the next

two weeks. The federal defendants respectfully request that the court modify its September 21,

1999 Order to grant the federal defendants an extension of time of six months from the date of

the court's ruling on this motion so that the Department of the Interior can complete the DNA
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analysis; and make a final agency determination. Such an extension would permit :he agency to

undertake the painstaking DNA analysis in a manner that is most likely to yield meaningful

results. Under this proposed modification of the order, the federal defendants would still be

bound by the Court's deadline of March 24, 2000, if they decide not to conduct the DNA

analysis.

Dated this 1_ day of February, 2000.

Respectfully submitted,

LOIS J. SCHIFFER

Assistant Attorney General

ALLISON RUMSEY

Office of the Assistant Attorney General
Env. & Natural Res. Div.

U.S. Dept. of Justice

KRISTINE OLSON, OSB 73254
United States Attorney .__

TIMOTHY W. SIMMONS

Asst. United States Attorney
OSB 92461

Of Attorneys for Federal Defendants
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OF COUNSEL:

RussellPetit CarlaMattix
Office of Chief Counsel U.S. Department of Interior

Office o f Chief of Engineers Office of Solicitor
Washington, D.C. Division of Conservation and Wildlife

1849 C Street, NW, Room 6557
Rebecca Ransom Washington, D.C.
Office of Counsel
Northwest Division

Army Corps. of Engineers
Portland, Oregon
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LOIS J. $CHIFFER

Assistant Attorney General

ALISON B. RUMSEY

U.S. Department of Justice
Environment & Natural Resources Div.

950 Pennsylvania Ave., NW

Washington, DC 20530

KRISTINE OLSON

United States Attorney.

TIMOTHY W. SIMMONS

Assistant United States Attomey

District of Oregon
1000 S.W. Third Ave., Ste. 600

Portland, Oregon 97204-2902

hN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE DISTRICT OF OREGON

ROBSON BONNICHSEN, et al., )

) DECLARATION OF

Plaintiffs, ) FRANCIS P, McMANAMON, Ph.D.
)

v. )
)

UNqTED STATES OF AMERICA. et al., )

)
Defendants. ) Civil Ne 96-1481 JE

)

I, Francis P. McManamon, declare as follows:

1. 1am Chief Archeologi_ of the National Park Service and the Departmental

Consulting Archeologist for the U.S. Department of the Interior ("DOI"). My
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dutiesandresponsibilitiesinthiscapacityareassetforthinmy original

declaration,whichwas filedwiththisCourton May 28, 1998.Thisdeclarationis

beingsubmittedinsupportof thisfilingintheabove-styledmatter.._[I information

herein is based upon my personal "knowledge and upon infomlation Ihmished to me

in my official capacity.

2. Pending consultation with the claimant Indian tribes, the Department of the

Interior (DOI) has made a preliminary decision to undertake exlractiDn and, if the

extraction is successful, analysis of DNA from the Kennewick remains. We

anticipate completing consultation and making a final determination on

undertaking DNA analysis in approximately two weeks. This information will be

used as part of our determination of Whether or not a cultural affiliation, as defined

by the Native Aanerican Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA), can

be deterrruned for these remains. In reaching our preliminarydecision in this

matter, an important consideration was the information provided in the report,

"Potential for DNA Testing of the Human Remains from the Columbia Park,

Kennewick, Washington," by two DNA experts, Dr. Noreen Tuross, Senior

Biochenfist, Smithsonian Center for Materials Research and Education, and Dr.

Connie J. Kolman, National Research Council Senior Research Associate, National

Institutes of Heahh. A copy of this report is provided to the court as part of this

filing (Attachment A).
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3. The report covers three topics: (I) the likely extent of preservation c,fancient

DN A in these remains; (2) how knowing the DN A composition of"the Kennewick

remains will help in determining cultural a£filiation, as defined by NAGPR.A, and

(3) ifDNA testing is conducted, how it should be conducted.

4 DNA analysis may help in our attempt to determine cultural affiliation. DNA

analysis, ira successful extraction and amplification are possible, will provide

biological information about the genetic heritage of these remains. NAGPRA

identifies biological information as one type of evidence that may establishcultural

affiliation. DNA analysis, while relatively new in anthropological, archeologicat

and genetic investigations is a technique increasingly used tbr cultural, historical,

and biological research.

5. As advised by our experts, we require at least a six month period of ti me in order

to conduct the DNA ex-traction, amplificatiorq and analysis in a rigorous,

systematic maturer. Our experts have recommended strongly taking two separate

samples and using two independent laboratories for the analysis. Orme the proper

samples are identified and taken, extraction, amplification, and analysk; will require

several months. To be done properly and successfully, we must utilize a bone

sample with sufficient retailing bone collagen. Our experience with (he bone
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samples taken For the C14 analysis indicated that the Kertnewick remains contain

substantial variation in remaining intact bone collagen. Therefore, as an initial

step, we propose to sample the skeleton extensively. If we proceed, we will use

very small amounts of material for collagert/carbon preservation and select

additional new samples for DNA investigation.

6. If the requested time is allowed, in addition to undertaking the DNA. sampling

extraction, amplification, and analysis, we would use this time to conduct

additional consultation with the claimant Indian tribes. A meeting with the tribes

was previously held in November, 1999, at the early stages of our ct.ltural

attlliation inquiry. Further consultations would be held to consider the various

kinds of cultural affiliation itfformation we have investigated: archeclogical,

linguistic, mortuary, and traditional historical. DOI received draft reports covering

these cultural affiliation inquiries on or about January 15, 2000.

7. DOI' s consideration of investigating the ancient DNA of the Kennewick remains

has been the subject ofe.,aensive internal debate and has strived to cc.nsider all of

the various perspectives. To meet the Court's deadline. DOI has moved quickly to

reach a decision about how to proceed with the investigation of the ancient DNA

from the Kennewick remains. In early October. 1999, DOI and the Department of
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Justice contacted Drs. Tuross and Kolman. On or about October 4, 1999, a draft

scope of work for an expert report on the usefulness of DNA testing was prepared.

On or about October 17, the scope of work was finalized. On 15 December 1999.

DOI received a first draft DNA report from Drs. Tuross and Kolman My staff

and I reviewed this preliminary dram and returned comments on 20 December to

the experts for redrafting. As part of our tirst comments, inforrnatior about the

low carbon and poor collagen preservation in the bone samples being carbon-dated

also was provided for the DNA experts so they could take this inforn'.ation into

account in l.heir redraft. A final draft reporl was received on 4 January 2000, and

distributed to 001 officials working on the Kennewick project. We met at the

statt'level on 11 January, discussed the issues and possible next steps. A meeting

was scheduled at the earliest opportunity that at1necessary senior DOI officials

were available and in the country, and held on 21 January to further discuss the

issue and possible alternatives. Following that meeting, and aider additional

discussions among senior officials, a preliminary decision was made to proceed

with DNA testing, pending consultaSon with the tribes.

_;. IfDOI does not undertake DNA analysis, the agency is on schedule to meet the

court's March 24, 2000 deadline.
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I declare under penalty ofperju_/that the foregoing is true and correct.

Executed the _ Day o[january, 2000.

Francis P. McManamon, Ph.D.
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Potential for DNA Testing
of the Human Remains from
Columbia Park, Kennewiek,

Washington

Noreen Tuross, Ph.D
Senior Research Biochemist

Smithsonian Center for Materials Research and Education
Smithsonian Institution

Washington, D.C.

Connie J. Kolman, Ph.D
National Research Council Senior Research Associate
National Institute on AIcohol Abuse and Alcoholism

National Institutes of Health

Rockville, ME) ....

Report to the Department of Justice and Department of Intericr
January, 2000
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Introduction

At the request of the Department of Justice and Dr. Francis P. McMamu'non,

Departmental Consulting Archaeologist of the National Park Service, Department of the

Interior, we supply this discussion of the potential for DNA analysis of the hmnan

skeletal remains fi-omKennewick, Washington that arethe objects of the lawsnit now

pending (Bonnichsen et al., vs. United States of America, Civil No. 9601481-JE). The

purposeof such an analysis would be to determine the genetic affinity of the above

individual by isolating DNA from bone, and comparing any datagenerated with the

known range and variation in human mitochondrial I DNA.

Summary

The following is a synopsis of the potential results of a mitoch0ndrial 1-)NA

analysis ofa humafl skeleton found at Coluinbia Park in-Kermewick, Washington. The

possible results are listed in the order that we deem most likely based on our own

experience and the data available in the literature. In the text of this document, we have

detailed both the reasoning and the published support for these positions. We would

emphasize that DNA testing of skeletalized human remains at this time depth is not a

routine matter. To our knowledge, DNA data has never been used in whole or in part by

the courts or as part of a NAGPRA (Native American Grave Protection Act) request

to resolve the identification of an individual skeleton as either as American Indian or as a

tribal member.

Mitochondriaarecellularcomponentsthatcontaina separateanddistincttypeofDNAcomI:aredwiththe

nucleus. MitochondrialDNA(mtDNA)is thoughtto be exclusivelymaternallyinheritedand :lonalin

nature.
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Should DNA analysis of the skeleton in question be undertaken, the followin8 are the

likely outcomes:

1. No DNA of suitable size or integrity remains in the bone.

This result is likely and is based on three considerations: A) few skeletons of significant

age (>1,000 years) have yielded DNA that could be enzymatically amplified and DNA

sequenced, B) the skeleton in question was found in a riverbed after eroding out of the

bank, and C) the bone organic content is very low relative to modem bone. While it is

always possible to invoke the adage," you won't know until you try," three indicators of

DNA preservation are missing in the human skeletal remains in question: recent

antiquity, burial in a stable environment, and, most importantly, significant organic

content remaining in the bone.
,L-.

2. A DNA type indieative of an American Indian will be identified.

Mitochondrial DNA of American Indians who self-report only American Indian

ancestors, usually fall into one of four groups that are defined by specific changes in the

sequence of the DNA relative to a reference sample. In addition to American Indian,

these four groupings, called A, B, C and D haplogroups, are all found in Asia. These

same genetic groups are absent in individuals of European or Aft-lean decent who are

lacking Asian admixture. A fifth haplogroup, X, has a much lower representation among

American Indians, is incompletely characterized, and has a potentially broader

distSbution worldwide.

3. A DNA type of ambiguous origin will be found.

A mitochondrial DNA type that does not belong to the A, B, C or D groups could be

Attac_ament A. Page 3 [)O/t 06772
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more difficult to interpret as unambiguously American Indian. The finding of an X type

would engender discussion as to the natal origins of this group, as an Asian source

population has not yet been identified. There are other possibilities as well. A previously

unidentified genetic type might be found, and the assignment of continental origins might

not be possible. It is important to note that the finding of a novel mitochondrial type does

not necessarily rule out contemporary American Indians as possible direct descendents of

this individual. Mitochondrial types can be lost, especially if they are in low ti'equency in

a population.

4. Contaminating DNA from contemporary sources will prevent an ancient DNA

analysis.

In spite of all best efforts, the skeleton may have become so contaminated with

contemporary DNA tha{ all amplification reactions produce a DNA sequence that does

not belong the to skeletalized individual. This scenario is particularly likely when the

amount of ancient DNA is low and/or damaged, and when the skeleton h_ been handled

during excavation. While this outcome may be difficult to distinguish from a DNA of

ambiguous origin, there are some results that can readily be identified as contemporary

human contamination.

None of the outcomes described above will unambiguously allow tile remains

of the skeleton in question to be assigned to a given tribal authority. Mitoehondrial

DNA analyses of known American Indian genetic groupings will not resolve

questions of cultural affiliation at the tribal or regional level. It is possible that

mitochondrial DNA analyses of the skeleton will allow assignment of the skeleton to

the biological grouping of American Indian.
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It is our considered opinion that the risk of obt_ning no DNA fi'om the bone or a

result that is complicated by either contamination or ambiguous data is so high that,

should DNA analyses be desired, two independent laboratories should be retained for

these painstaking analyses.
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Ancient DNA Background and a Consideration of Finding No DNA in a Subfossil

Bone

Standard molecular genetic analyses of humans and other organisms utilize a

technological innovation that was developed in the mid-1980s (Mullis and Faloona

1987). The polymerase chain reaction, or PCR (see Figure 1), enables the spe:ific

targeting and amplification of a discrete region of the genome while the rema_mng bulk

of the genomic DNA is excluded from the reaction and effectively stays in the

background. Multiple cycles of amplification result in the exponential produc_.ionof

PCR product since product from each cycle serves as template for additional product in

each subsequent cycle. In a typical 30-cycle reaction, one billion copies are made of a

singleinitialDNAtemplate.

The exponential amplilfcatiOnof a specific region of DNA from only a few

molecules has permitted the investigation of"ancient" DNA samples that are too

degraded or damaged for analysis by traditional cloning methods, which requiIe a much

higher quantity and quality of DNA. "Ancient" samples are generally those that were not

collected for the purpose of immediate DNA or RNA analysis and include

archaeological, clinical, and natural history specimens. Since these specimens were not

originally collected or preserved for nucleic acid analysis, endogenous DNA is typically

damaged to an extent that enzymatic amplification can be quite difficult, if not

impossible, to achieve. The types of DNA damage that are primarily encountered include

modifications of pyrimidines and sugar residues as well as baseless sites and

intermolecular crosslinks (P_bo 1989). Only limited research has been conducted on the

• chemistry of ancient (aDNA) damage and possible methods of in vitro repair. Various
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protocols have been developed to determine the utility of specific ancient spe_:imens for

aDNA analysis (Handt et aL, 1994, 1996, Richards et aL, 1995, Poinar et al.. 1996) and

these methods have recently been evaluated in a comparative study (K.olman and Tuross,

in press).

Although the study of variability in the human genome has long been an area of

research, both the ability to retrieve DNA from human skeletal remains and a substantial

database with which to compare the results are fairly new scientific developments. The

first Ancient DNA meeting was held in Nottingham, England in 1991. Since that time,

the development in the field has been slow, and not without controversy. Early,

spectacular claims of successful DNA extraction and amplification from extremely old

specimens, such as 17-20 million year old (Myr old) Magnolia leaf fossils (Golenberg et

aL, 1990), 25-135 Myr old specimens preserved in amber (DeSalle et al., 1992, Cano et

al, 1993), and 80 Myr old dinosaur bones (Woodward et al., 1994), generally have been

disproved or cast into serious doubt (Sidow et aL, 1991, DeSalle et al., 1993, Hedges and

Schweitzer 1995, Austin et al., 1997, Walden and Robertson, 1997, Austin et aL, 1998).

Later authors, using relatively simple methods, were able to detect contamina:ion in the

early studies, such as Hedges and Schweitzer's (1995) phylogenetic analysis of proposed

dinosaur DNA that identified it as modem human contamination.

There are relatively few published ancient DNA studies of bone of an age that

approaches or exceeds the 9000 years reported (Taylor et al., 1998) for the human

skeleton in this case. Horse fossil and subfossil bone were subjected to PCR

anaplification, and from a total of fifty-two specimens, two bones yielded DNA data: one

from Kent's Cavern in Britain (approximately 12,000 BP), and another about 100 years
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old (Lister et aL, 1998). When nine ancient cattle bones samples were subjected to PCR

of a coding region of mitochondrial DNA, no specimen more than 2,000 years old was

successfully amplified (Turner et al., 1998). The bones of Pleistocene megafauna have

produced DNA that was successfully PCR amplified (Yang et al., 1996; Greenwood et

aL, 1999; Hanni et al., 1994) from a ground sloth, a cave bear, two mastodons and three

mammoths. The later study (Greenwood et al., 1999) reported the retrieval of multi- and

single copy nuclear genes, opening up the possibility that permafrost stored fossils may

be a good source of a wider range of ancient DNA data.

In the Americas, no ancient DNA study of human skeletal remains com_s close to

the temporal range ascribed to the skeleton in question. The only large genetic study of

ancient American Indians (n=108) was applied to a population that lived approximately

700 years ago (Stone and Stoneking, 1998),- Seventy percent of the bone samples

produced mtDNA results in this study (Stone and Stoneking, 1999) and mitochondrial

haplogroups that are found in contemporary American Indians make up 95% of the

ancient genetic types (Stone and Stoneking , 1998). The other genetic types found

associated with the human skeletal remains in this study were ascribed to contemporary

human DNA contamination or were of ambiguous origin (Stone and Stoneking, 1998),

although further analysis ofa fiPth haplogroup found at Norris Farm associates with

Mongolian sequences (Stone and Stoneking, 1999). In general, when high-resolution

genetic analyses, such as the sequencing of multiple PCR clones, is used (Handt et al.,

1996; Kolman and Tuross, in press), contamination from contemporary human DNA

seems to be a persistent albeit not always fatal problem. Specifically, the high-resolution

anal2)ses revealed the presence of multiple DNA sequences in several specimens
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implying multiple sources of DNA, only one of which could represent ancier&

endogenous DNA. The difficulty lies in determining which sequence, if any, is derived

from the ancient specimen and is not modem contamination. Where only lower

resolution data is available (Parr et al., 1996; Fox, 1996; Merriwether et al., 1997;

Kaestle, 1997) it is difficult, and at times impossible, to determine the impact of

contemporary human DNA contamination in the form of airborne products, handling or

PCR products. In other parts of the world, a robust analysis of a one Neanderthal

skeleton has been reported (with accompanying contemporary contamination) (Krings et

aL, 1997). In this case, the Neanderthal sequence could be discriminated from the

contamination because the ancient sequence was completely novel and highly divergent

from all previously reported modem human sequences.

Recent information regarding the g_nefal organic preservation of the skeleton in

question (see pg. 23 of this report) further strengthens the possibility that no DNA

remains in a state that is useful for genetic analysis.

Defining a Choice of Genetic Markers With an Emphasis on the New World

Human beings carry two types of DNA, mitochondrial and nuclear, both of which

are suitable for genetic analysis. Traditionally, mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) has been

studied much more extensively although the analysis of nuclear markers has become

increasingly common in recent years. There are several advantages to the analysis of

mtDNA that account for its early popularity in genetic and evolutionary studies. The

mitochondrial genome has a higher mutation rate compared to the nuclear genome

(although specific loci exist within both genomes that provide exceptions to th!s

- statement) such that mutations are generated sufficiently rapidly in the mitochondrial
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genome that the process of evolution can be detected and investigated. Furthermore, the

region of the mitochondrial genome involved in replication of the genome, the control

region, appears to have a mutation rate that is approximately ten times the rate of the

mitochondrial genome as a whole. For this reason, many researchers have focused on the

control region for evolutionary or population studies. Thousands of mitochondria are

present in each cell meaning that thousands of copies of mtDNA are present in contrast to

a single copy of each nuclear genome per cell. Due to the high copy number of

mitochondrial genomes, mtDNA is relatively easy to isolate in the laboratory, although

technological advances over the past decade have minimized this technical difference

between mitochondrial and nuclear DNA. Finally, mtDNA is characterized by strict

maternal inheritance (offspring receive mtDNA only from their mother) and lack of

recombination between different regions ofthe genome in contrast to nuclem DNA,

dk..

which is biparentally inherited and subject to extensive recombination. The significance

of the mitochondrion's simpler mode of transmission from parent to offspring is the ease

with which any particular region of the mitochondrial genome can be traced through time

and through the matemal lineage. Resent reports suggesting the contfibutior of parental

mitochondria or nuclear copies ofmtDNA to mtDNA (e.g., Awadalla et al., 1999;

Hagelberg et al., 1999) are unlikely to obscure the utility of markers discussed in this

report. It can, therefore, be a straightforward matter to reconstruct evolutio3aary

relationships of populations or individuals through an analysis of mtDNA.

When choosing a particular region of the genome, or locus, to investigate in a

genetic study, there are two criteria that must be met. First, the locus must have a level of

:_ ','affability among the individuals or populations being studied such that the individuals or
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populations can be differentiated from one another. Second, a comparative database for

relevant populations on the same genetic region must be available in order to determine

the relationship or identity of the individual or population under study with respect to

other populations.

Currently, all genetic analyses are performed using amplification proc.ucts derived

from the polymerase chain reaction as described above. In order to identify regions with

the best levels of variability, researchers are constantly testing new regions ar.d assaying

their variability in different populations. This means that the comparative database is

spread out over many different genetic loci and populations making comparison between

specific loci and particular populations difficult. However, due to the long-term focus on

the mitochondfial genome for genetic studies, the comparative database for mitochondrial
f

loci is much more extensive than that for ntMear loci. Furthermore, in humar

.t._.

populations, DNA sequence determination of the control region is the most frequently

generated type of mitochondrial data. Analysis of restriction fragment length

polymorphisms (RFLPs), in which the PCR product is cleaved by a restriction enzyme

that recognizes a particular DNA sequence, or analysis of regions with large deletions or

insertions also is commonly conducted.

Figure 1 illustrates the three types of genetic markers that typically are assayed in

New World indigenous populations. After PCR amplification of the region of interest,

the PCR product can be analyzed in a number of ways. First, the order of nucleotides, or

DNA sequence, of the PCR product, usually the control region, can be determined

compared. Second, a marker commonly called the 9bp deletion (located between base

pairs [bps] 8272 and 8289 [numbering according to Anderson et al., 1981]) caa be
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identified. The 9bp deletion represents a region where a stretch of 9bps has been deleted

relative to a reference sequence. Based on the size difference between the deleted and

non-deleted alleles that is observed by electrophoresis of the PCR product through an

agarose gel matrix, it can be determined which allele a particular individual carries.

TbArd, there are certain RFLPs that arc highly informative in New World indigenous

population that are also assayed based on a size difference between alleles. Any

difference between individuals that is detected in the above analyses can be referred to as

a marker, a polymorphism, or an allele and the combination of these markers i_aone

individual is referred to as a haplotype.

New World indigenous groups were first assayed for mtDNA RFLPs a_ld the 9bp

deletion by Douglas C. Wallace and coworkers in the 1980s. These investigators used a
J

phylogenetic analysis, which is similar to drawing a family tree, to define four clusters of

haplotypes, or kaplogroups, that were present at varying frequencies in populations

distributed throughout the New World (Torroni et aI., 1992). Each haplogroup was

defined by a single RFLP or deletion and the four clusters were called haplogroups A, B,

C, and D. Briefly, a HaeIII site at bp 663 defined haplogroup A; the 9bp deletion

defined haplogroup B; anAluI site at bp 13262 defined haplogroup C; and, loss of an

AluI site at bp 5176 defined haplogroup D. These haplogroups were proposed to

represent the entire mitochondrial diversity of New World indigenous populatians and

also to correspond to the founding haplotypes present at the initial colonization of the

New World. These haplogroups have now also been defined by specific polymorphisms

in the mitochondrial control region (Horai et al., 1993). All diagnostic sites are listed in

Table 1.
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With the advent of PCR technology in the field ofaDNA, the analysis of these

markers in ancient individuals or populations would seem obvious though perhaps not as

straightforward as originally thought. The RFLPs and deletion defined by Wallace and

coworkers represent only a subset of all mitochondrial polymorphisms currently assayed

in contemporary New World indigenous populations. Furthermore, contemporary. New

World populations carry only a fraction of the mitochondrial variation present worldwide.

Since modem populations may carry less genetic variation than their ancestors 3r may be

more distantly related to ancient populations than is currently recognized, it is a

dangerous strategy to assay prehistoric populations for a restricted set of marke:-s that

have been culled from contemporary populations. To assay ancient specimens for only a

few diagnostic markers with the justification of damaged aDNA and commensurate

increase in time required for aDNA analyses is to invite incorrect haplo_oup

assig__rnents. In other words, more markers, rather than fewer, should be assayed in

ancient specimens relative to modem ones in order to increase the probability o:fan

accurate classification of the ancient specimen.

In order to obtain maximal information and comparability of their data, :hOSt

researchers assay both control region DNA sequence and RFLP/deletion markers in New

World populations, both contemporary and ancient (eg. Ward etaL, 1991, Stone and

Stoneking 1998, Kolman and Tuross, in press). The assignation of haplogroup _asingboth

control region sequence data and RFLP/deletion data provides a quality control check for

the accuracy of the data, which is a necessary safeguard in an aDNA study. Furthermore,

the existence of databases with only RFLP/deletion data or only control region sequence

data means that the comparability of one's data is doubled if both types of loci are
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analyzed. Comparability of data is essential if the goal oft.he study is to determine

relatedness or identity of an individual since it is only through comparison with other

populations that an identity classification can be made.

Genetic classification of a single archaeological specimen and a consideration of

ambiguous genetic results

In the absence of accompanying cultural artifacts, a single, isolated skeleton can

oilen be classified with respect to other human populations using genetic data with the

caveat that detailed classifications are more difficult to resolve than more general ones.

Classification of an individual as being more closety affiliated with one population than

another is based on a measure of distance of some character between the anci,mt

individual and comparable populations. Physical morphological characters , such as

cranial measurements or denta} characteristics; can be used although these data may be

valid only for divergence times of several thousand years as it appears that there is more

plasticity in osteological characters than was previously believed, particularly in the New

World (Powell 1998). On the other hand, current data suggest that there is very little

genetic change measured by mitochondrial DNA over time throughout New World

indigenous populations and substantial continuity between ancient and conteraporary

populations.

As described above, mitochondrial control region DNA sequence data or RFLP

data are most commonly used in human evolutionary or population genetic svadies.

Table 2 provides a summary of data available on contemporary human populations

distributed Worldwide that have been published in peer-reviewed scientific journals. For

.... th¢purposes of the question currently being considered, i.e. the genetic classi _cation of
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the skeleton found in Washington State, only a representative listing of studies on

African and European populations are presented in Table 2. Because of the increased

relevance of populations geographically close to the discovery site, all DNA-l_ased

studies on Native American populations and ancestral Asian populations are listed.

Asian populations are considered ancestral to Native Americans because it is generally

accepted by the scientific community that the New World was colonized by ar_cient

Asian population(s) crossing over the Bering land bridge that was exposed during the last

Ice Age. Finally, all aDNA studies on human populations also are listed with 'artreviewed

publications included, but listed separately. Only populations with sample sizes greater

than 20 were included in the table, with the exception ofaDNA studies. Most aDNA

studies have smaller sample sizes relative to studies of contemporary pop.ulaticns because

many excavated ancient burial-populations-are fewer than 20 individuals and may be only

a single individual, as in the Kennewick case, and due to the increased difficulty of

analyzing ancient specimens. Twenty individuals are generally considered to be the

mirfimal size of a population to be used in a comparative analysis. The type of data

generated, RFLP or DNA sequence, in each study is presented. Also, the fi'equency of

New World founding haplogroups A, B, C, and D determined for each population is

listed, with all non-A, B, C, D haplotypes pooled together under "Other".

As can be seen in Table 2, the four New World haplogroups are found only in

American Indian populations and ancestral Asian populations. Therefore, a distinction

between American Indian ancestry and African or European ancestry easily car. be made

based on the presence or absence of a New World founding haplogroup in the individual

under study. This conclusion assumes that contemporary populations accurately reflect
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the genetic make-up of their ancestors and that no distinct haplotypcs have b_n lost over

time (this point will be discussed more fully below). It is equally clear from Table 2 that

contemporary American Indian populations look quite similar to one another fi'om a

mitochondrial perspective. All four haplogroups are found in populations disl_buted

throughout the New World with no haplogroup unique to any population, geographic

region, or linguistic classification (New World indigenous populations have been divided

into three linguistic families, Esk-Aleut, Na-Dene, and Amerind [Greenberg et al.,

1986]). Furthermore, New World ancient populations also appear similar to

contemporary American Indian populations in that the four haplogroups are found

throughout the studied ancient populations and throughout the New World. tn general,

nen-A, B, C, D haplogroups make only a minor contribution to the genetic diversity of

ancient New World populations, a result that'is mirrored in contemporary pop alations.

Note that 8.8% of haplotypes are listed as "Other' in all ancient New World sludies

relative to 4.5% "Other" haplotypes in all contemporary New World studies listed in

Table 2. However, some of the "Other" haplotypes in aDNA studies are likely to be due

to modem DNA contamination thus lowering the number of truly ancient "Other"

haplotypes. A comparable continent-wide distribution and high frequency of :he four

founding haplogroups in ancient and contemporary New World populations suggest that

descendant populations accurately represent ancestral populations. This conclusion

implies that no haplotypes have become extinct during the human settlement of the New

World and that the four haplogroups represent all founding lineages, although a very low

frequency founding haplotype in an ancient population could still be missed given the

: _ • small sampling of ancient populations at present. Asian populations show higher levels
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of mitochondrial diversity and more non-A, B, C, D haplotypes. Siberian populations arc

characterized by a lack of haplogroup B and Southeast Asian populations are

characterized by presence of only haplogroup B of the four New World haplogroups. In

Asia, all four haplogroups are found only in east central Asian populations. This non-

random distribution of the New World haplogroups outside of the New World has been

used to support the argument that colonizing populations originated in the greater

Mongolia region (KoImanet al., 1996). This interpretation is consistent with the Asian

ancestry of American Indians that had been proposed prior to molecular analyses.

Therefore, determination ofa haplotype A, B, C, D in a skeletal specimen would

strongly suggest American Indian ancestry. However, because of the ubiquity of

haplogroups A, B, C, D throughout the New World, a more detai!ed classification of a

single A, B, C, D l'iaplotype to a particular American Indian population or tribal group

would be virtually impossible based on a visual inspection of the data. Theretbre,

mtDNA sequence and RFLP/detetion data such as those presented in Table 2 typically

are analyzed using phylogenetic algorithms to determine accurate genetic relalionships

among the haplotypes.

Phylogenetic analysis of genetic data is a means of determining the mc st accurate

evolutionary relationship of individual haplotypes. The result is generally displayed as a

tree, similar to a family tree, with an ancestral root haplotype denoted and branches of

related haplotypes referred to as clades. There are basically two types of mathematical

models used to derive phylogenetic trees. Cladistic approaches attempt to determine the

shortest, most parsimonious, tree needed to accurately represent all of the characters that

have been assayed. Phenetic approaches are based on a numerical genetic distance
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measured between assayed characters and is reflected in the branch lengths of the tree.

Both approaches have advantages and disadvantages depending on the type of data

analyzed and its mutation rate, the divergence time of the individuals or populations

being studied, and other factors. Due to the difficulty in identifying a superior

phylogenetic model for any particular dataset, multiple models and algorithm.,',are

typically used so that similarities between approaches are given greater weight relative to

relationships that are detected using only a single model. However, all of the models

depend on the strength of the signal being greater than any "noise." "Noise" i

considered random mutational events or multiple mutations at identical sites that either

do not reflect evolutionary history or violate assumptions implicit in the phylegenetic

models. In other words, all phylogenetic methods assume that tracking DNA :nautations

through a given data set will reveal the evolutionary history of the populations being

studied and any mutations that violate this assumption will confuse the outcome and ""

compromise the integrity of the phylogenetic analysis. Moreover, any analysis is only as

good as the input data. Although a phylogenetic analysis is quite useful for determining

the affinity of one population to another, the classification of a single individual or single

haplotype as belonging to one particular group, such as a specific Native American tribe,

is most likely beyond the power ofphylogenetic analysis and, indeed, any analysis. The

exception is an individual and comparable population that are so uniquely similar that

their relatedness is obvious, in which case no sophisticated analysis would be :necessary

for proof of the relationship.
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Contamination of ancient human specimens with modern DNA

As explained above, PCR enables the specific, exponential amplification of a

discrete region of the genome. This ability has permitted the investigation of DNA

samples from ancient specimens that typically are much more degraded or damaged than

DNA samples from fresh or modem samples. However, the damage to aDNA increases

the potential for another characteristic of PCK, that of contamination to intrude into the

analysis. Since PCR analysis involves the exponential generation of new, synthetic DNA

products from a small number of molecules, contamination with exogenous DNA in one

of the initial PCR cycles can result in exclusive amplification of the contaminating DNA.

Tkis possibility is increased in aDNA analysis where the contaminant is likely to be

undamaged DNA which will be amplified preferentially over the damaged, encogenous
z

DNA. The growing number of.aDNA stud}es published-and number of samples and

polymorphic sites assayed may give the impression that all technological hurdles

associated with aDNA technology have been overcome. However, identification of

contamination remains the single most critical issue in aDNA methodology. Slandard

precautionary measures such as negative extraction and PCR controls, multiple

extractions, and "clean" rooms, while necessary, have been proven insufficient to identify.

complex co-occurrence of endogenous ancient DNA and modem contamination in human

skeletal remains (Kolman and Tuross, in press).-

The determination of DNA sequence from an ancient human source is uniquely

sensitive to contamination simply because every person involved in the study represents a

potential source of contaminating DNA. Even ancient pathogenic DNA associated with

-human skeletons may be analyzed with more straightforward controls on possible
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contamination (Kolman et al., 1999). Numerous cases exist in the published literature

that indicates researchers have encountered contamination of human remains with

modem DNA although many laboratories are reluctant to report examples of

contamination. Recent analysis of DNA extracted from the Neanderthal type specimen

(Krings et aL, 1997) revealed two distinct sets of mitochondrial D-loop seque:aces, one

significantly different from modem humans and proposed to be Neanderthal in origin and

one identical to the human reference sequence (Anderson et aL, 1981) and presumed to

reflect modem human contamination. A second example of contamination is provided by

Kaestle (1999) who identified one sample in a collection of western Nevada skeletons as

belonging to New World haplogroup B (described below) although the sample also

exhibited a second diagnostic site for haplogroup C. Conscientiousness and complete

disclosure of results make it possible to assess the types-and extent of contamination that

may be present in the majority of aDNA studies. Reluctance to report evidence of "-

contamination and/or the use of research strategies that are unlikely to detect

contamination, e.g. partial typing of samples, should not be interpreted as absence of

contamination or as proof of authenticity of the data.

Richards et al. (1995) reported that approximately 50% of nonhuman bones

excavated from a site in England exhibited contamination with human DNA sequences.

Similar contamination should be assumed for all human bones and measures to identify

contaminants should be integrated into the research design of all human aDNA studies.

Furthermore, aDNA investigators should be aware of their own genetic haplotype at the

markers being studied and constantly screen out any identical aDNA haplotypes as

- - potential contaminants. Again, examples exist in the literature of researchers identifying
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themselves as sources of contamination in aDNA studies.(Stone and Stoneking 1998;

Kolman and Tuross, in press). In short, careful selection ofpolymorphic markers capable

of discriminating between ancient DNA and probable modem DNA contaminants is

critical. Research strategies must be designed with a goal of identifying all DNA

co ntaminants in order to differentiate convincingly between contamination and

endogenous DNA.

Many laboratories routinely include positive PCR controls to evaluate the

eft_ctiveness of the amplification reaction. Although this appears to be an obvious

control given the high PCR failure rate of many aDNA samples, use of modem,

undamaged DNA as a positive control represents the conscious introduction of a potential

DNA contaminant. In the event that identical haplotypes are determined for both the

ancient specimen and the control DNA sample, it becomes impossible to prove that the

data on the ancient sample do not reflect contamination by the control DNA. "

If the inclusion of a single modem DNA sample for use as a positive P2R control

is to be avoided in aDNA studies, it must be evident that aDNA studies should not be

conducted in laboratories where studies on genetically similar, contemporary populations

are ongoing. Studies on contemporary populations typically involve the analysis of

hundreds or thousands of modem DNA samples. The standard solution is to physically

separate the rooms in which experiments on ancient and modem DNA samples are

conducted and incorporate the use of air locks, "sticky" floor mats, dedicated lab ware,

etc. However, locating an aDNA laboratory outside of the main laboratory that is still

utilized by the same researchers is unlikely to eliminate contamination since DNA can

adhere to clothing worn by the researcher. Previous work performed by our'group on
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natural history specimens of fish provides an example of the pervasiveness of

contamination; one year after moving all positive control goldfish DNA to another floor

and win.g of the building, goldfish contamination was still being detected in ancient fish

DNA PCRs performed in the aDNA laboratory. The bottom line is, despite a decade of

aDNA research, contamination by modem DNA remains a significant problem because

the many sources and modes of contamination are still not known or understood and,

therefore, can not be controlled or eliminated.

Suggested research plan for analysis of the skeleton discovered at Kennewick, WA

It must be understood from the outset that bone would have to be destrcyed in

order to proceed with any DNA analysis. The amount of organic matter remairting in the

skeleton is quite low based on the available information supplied by the Department of

Interior pursuant to"14C(radiocarbon) datinf_ (pers.comm. F. McManamon). In one case,

(Beta Analytic), the amount of organic material produced from the bone was

approximately 1.6% the theoretical yield of modem bone, 200 milligrams protein/gram of

bone (Herring, 1972). A second laboratory at the University of Arizona (UA AMS

Facility) has also reported extremely low yields in carbon from the skeleton in ,question.

Finally, it is not clear, based on information provided from the third radiocarbon

laboratories (University of California at Riverside) whether the organic material has any

of the major protein, collagen, still remaining in the bone. An amino acid analyses of two

bone samples (CENWW.97.L.20b/DOI 2b and CENWW.97.R.24 (Mta)/DOI 13) were

reported to contain a "non-collagen amino acid composition." These preliminary results

from three separate laboratories are consistent with extensive degradation of the organic

• mat:fix in this human skeleton. Furthermore, these data differ significantly from those
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reported in the widely circulated letter (Taylor et al., 1998) on the radiocarbon dating of

this skeleton in which a "collagen-like pattern similar to that which is typically obtained

from a modem bone" was found.

These most recent reports do not portend well for DNA testing of the skeleton

from Kennewick, WA. The accumulating information regarding the organic preservation

of the skeleton suggests the bone has very little, if any, of its original protein remaining,

and by inference, one would assume very little, if any, DNA remains in a foma adequate

for genetic analysis. This assessment must involve some speculation because the

professional literature is largely silent on the issue. However, a general consideration of

organic preservation in the skeleton is a necessary part of planning any proposed genetic

analysis.

Bone mustbe destroyed in order to remove any DNA trapped in the mineral

matrix. Upon decalcification, DNA is released into solution, and is purified fiom this "'

solution for further testing. The amount of bone that is processed for DNA analyses

varies, and the amount of starting material generally relates inversely to the araount of

total organic matter remaining in the bone--the lower the amount of original organic

matter, the greater the amount of bone that has to be used. The low amounts of protein

that seem to be preserved in this skeleton would lead many analysts to request large

samples of bone (on the order of 15-30 grams). The amount of bone requesteA is based

on the assumption that, ifDNA still exists in the mineral matrix, many of the molecules

will be damaged beyond use for the required testing, and, thus, a larger sample will give

the analyst a greater statistical probability of isolating undamaged DNA templates.
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The commonly accepted practice for removing DNA from skeletal remains

involves dissolving the bone in a calcium-chelating agent. This gentle decalcifying agent

will leave any collagen that does exist in the bone in a form that can be used for

radiocarbon dating. Unfortunately, due to the damage caused by halide acids in the form

of depurination, the soluble preparations fi-om the previously obtained radiocarbon dates

will not be useful for genetic analyses.

Should DNA analysis of this ancient skeleton be attempted, an important criterion

in designing a research plan for the molecular analysis is to ensure that the resultant data

are not due to contaminating, exogenous DNA. The research plan must be designed to be

capable of discriminating between endogenous, ancient DNA and exogenous,

contaminating DNA. This is accomplished by assaying markers that differentiate
1 ..

between the endogenous DNAand allpotentiat sources of contaminating DNA. With the

&..

stated caveat that it may be difficult to ensure a distinction between endogenous DNA

and all sources of contamination, the minimal number of markers that should be assayed

for a complete genetic characterization of the skeleton in question are those listed in

Table 2. In terms of the specifics of the analysis, a minimum of six PCRs wou.d be

required to assay these markers one time. Four independent amplification reac:ions

would be required to assay the three RFLPs and 9bp deletion. Two PCRs are advisable

for the control region so that it could be amplified in segments no larger than 1•50-200

bps, a necessary precaution when dealing with damaged, fragmented ancient DNA.

These markers should be assayed at least two times, starting each time from a fresh

amplification reaction. The ideal situation would be to generate two DNA extracts from

different tissue samples. No positive PCR controls using modem human D/'4A should
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ever be performed. All primer testing and reaction optimization should be perforated in

an independent, geographically separate laboratory. If there is evidence of

contamination, e.g. conflicting results from analysis of two sets of PCRs, the extracted

DNA should be cloned into a plasmid vector and multiple clones should be sequenced

fi-om each amplification reaction. Ten clones per amplification reaction would be

sufficient to identify the contamination and, perhaps, to determine if endogenous DNA

could be differentiated from contaminating DNA.

The most important component of the research plan requires that the complete

analysis be conducted in two independent laboratories. Neither laboratory should be

involved in the analysis of contemporary haman populations because the presence of

overwhelming amounts of undamaged, potentially contaminating DNA would

immediately compromise the results of any_analysis. It _ difficult to find laboratories

that are experienced with the analysis of aDNA, but do not conduct analyses of "-

contemporary populations since, from a scientific perspective, similar questiov.s are

addressed with both types of analyses. However, it is essential for the integrity and

defensibility of the final results that all possibility of contamination with modem sources

of DNA, with the exception of the investigators themselves, be eliminated.

Once data is generated on all of the assayed markers, a haplotype can be

constructed that joins all of the polymorphisms. If there is no evidence of contamination,

only a single result will have been noted at each marker and only a single haplotype

construction will be possible. If contamination has been detected and multiple

hiplotypes can be constructed, a thorough analysis must be performed in order to

-- --determine which haplotype, if any, corresponds to endogenous DNA. Once a tingle,
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endogenous haplotype has been determined, its affiliation with published haptotypes will

be determined through a hierarchical analysis. If the haplotype is A, B, C, or D, and the

radiocarbon dates indicate a pre-1492 AD date, the skeleton in question is most probably

a American Indian ancestor. Phylogenetic analysis of the haplotype with other American

Indian haplotypes can be performed but will very likely be unsuccessful in identifying an

affiliation of this individual a particular American Indian tribe. If the haplotype is non-A,

B, C, D, the skeleton may be non-American Indian or may represent a American Indian

haplotype that has become extinct in modem Native American populations. A

phylogenetic analysis of the ancient haplotype against contemporary populations

distributed worldwide must be performed in order to attempt a general classification of

the skeletal haplotype. However, this analysis likely will not be able to distinguish

between the two possibilities listed above, i.e. non-American Indian ancestry vs.

American Indian ancestry with an extinct haplotype. In the case where contamination has ....

been detected during the analysis and a single, endogenous haplotype cannot be

determined, then the analysis is inconclusive and no assignment to a haplogroup can be

made. In all circumstances, the final results and conclusions must agree between the two

laboratories in which the analyses were performed, and a genial commitment lo work

toward an accurate and complete genetic analysis of the skeleton is as important as the

independence of the two laboratories. If different hap lotypes were determinec and the

differences cannot be reconciled, again, the analysis is contradictory and no conclusions

can be made.
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Discussion

A complete and convincing genetic analysis of the skeleton would be expensive

(many thousands to tens of thousands of dollars), time-consuming (six months or more)

arid a destructive (30-60 grams of bone) undertaking. Is there potential resemch value in

a genetic typing of any ancient skeleton? In the abstract the answer is "yes", however an

isolated skeleton with poor organic preservation found in an erosional envirorunent

would not be the first choice in most hypothesis-driven research of any ancient

population. A complete delineation of research potential was not the issue we were to

address in this document. Rather, the utility of DNA data in assigning a skeleton to

potential cultural and/or biological affiliation with contemporary Americans Indians was

discussed.

The larger question is what would be done with any genetic Lyping (or lack

thereof) of this skeleton. Ifhaplogroup A, B, C or D is found, and a likely de_:ermination .....

of American Indian biological affiliation is made, will this set the standard for all future

new finds of human skeletal remains? Will this type of analysis never have to be done

again, and will all skeletons that predate the arrival of Europeans to the Americas be

assumed to be ancestral to American Indians? If the results are ambiguous or if no DNA

remains in the skeleton, how will this be interpreted, and what will be the rarr ifications?

It is our considered opinion that, for all the parties concerned, the genetic anaiysis of this

skeleton may not yield the resolution that is so dearly sought.
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Table 1. DeFining polymorphisms for New World mitochondrial mtDNA founding
haplogroups

Site_ Haplogroup

A n C D

Restriction/deletion sites

HaeIII:663 +

9 bp region no deletion deletion no deletion no deletior

AluI: 13262 +

A/uI:5176 + + +

Sontrol region polymorphisms

i 6189 T/c C_ T T/c

16217 T _C T T

16223 T _C _T __]

16290 _T C C C

16298 T. T :_.C T

16319 -A_ t G G G

16325 T T C/t __C "

16327 C C T C

16362 C T T _C

aRestriction/deletion defining sites are 9rovided by Torroni et aL (1992) and control
region polymorphisms are provided b,' Horai et al. (1993). Presence and absent e of a
restriction site are indicated by "+" and "-", respectively. For D-loop sequence data, the
defining sites are underlined. X/y indicates that X is the predominant nucleotide at that
position although y does occur at a low frequency.
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Table 2. Summary of Mitochondrial DNA New World Haplogroups in Humans WorLdwide

New World founding haplogroups

Population Location N RFLP/DNA seq data A B C D Other Reference

Athapaskan N. Amedca 21 DNA sequence 0.81 0 0.048 0 0.14 1

Haida N. A,medca 41 DNA sequence 0.85 0 0.073 0.049 0.024 2

Haida N. America 25 RFLP 0.96 0 0 0.04 0 3

Dogdb N. America 30 RFLP 1 0 0 0 0 4

Navajo N. Amedce 48 RFLP 0.58 0.38 0 0 0.042 4

Apache N. Amedca 25 RFLP 0.64 0,16 0.12 0.08 0 3

Yakima N. Amedce 42 DNAsequence 0.095 0,62 0.071 0.14 0.071 1

Nuu-Chah-Nulth N. Amedca 63 DNA sequence 0.44 0.032 0.19 0.19 0.11 5

Bella Coola N. America 40 DNA sequence 0.62 0.05 0.075 0.25 0 2

Bella Coola N. Amedca 25 RFLP 0.6 0.08 0.08 0.2 0.04 3

Ojibwa N.Amedca 43 RFLP 0.51 0.07 0.16 0 0.26 3

CheyenneJAr_pahoe N. Amedce 26 RFLP 0.31 0.12 0.35 C.15 0.077 6

Siouan N. Amedce 34 RPLP 0.53 0.18 0.15 0.059 0.088 6

Chickasaw/Choctaw N. America 27 RFLP 0.67 0.22 0,074 0 0.037 6

Zuni N. Amedca 22 RFLP 0.18 0.64 0.091 0 0.091 6

Washo N.Amedce 28 RFLP 0 0.54 0.36 C.11 0 6

Quechan/Cocopa N. America 23 RFLP 0 0.65 0.3 0 0.043 6

JemeTJTaoslSan Idelfonso N. America 36 RFLP 0 0.86 0.028 0.028 0.083 6

Pima N. America 30 RFLP 0.067 0.5 0.43 0 0 4

Maya C. America 27 RFLP 0.52 0.22 0.15 0.074 0.037 4

Mixtec C. America 29 RFLP 0.83 0,1 0.069 0 0 7

Nahua/Cora C. America, 32 RFLP. 0.53 0.34 0.063 0 0.063 6

Chibcha C. Amefic3 109 " RFLP&ON/k-sequence 0.7 0.3 0 0 0 8 and 9

Choco C. Amedca 75 RFLP&DNA sequence 0.39 0.25 0.35 0.313 0 10 ,,-.

Yanomama S. Amedca 24 RFLP 0 0.17 0,54 0.29 0 3

Ticuna S, America 28 RFLP 0.18 0 0.32 0.5 0 4

Mapuche S. Amedce 38 DNA sequence 0.16 0.39 0.21 0.24 0 11

Mataco S, Amedca 28 RFLP 0.11 0.36 0 0.54 0 3

Mandenka Afdc_ 110 DNA sequence 0 0 0 0 1 12

Tuareg Afdca 23 DNAsequence 0 0 0 0 1 13

Fulbe Africa 60 DNA sequence 0 0 0 0 1 13

Turkana Afdca 37 DNA sequence 0 0 0 0 1 13

Kikuya Africa 24 DNA sequence 0 0 0 0 1 13

Somali Africa 27 DNA sequence 0 0 0 0 1 13

Sweden ENforce 37 RFLP 0 0 0 0 1 14

Finland Europe 49 RFLP 0 0 0 0 1 14

Finland Europe 29 DNAsequence 0 0 0 0 1 15

Switzerland Europe 74 DNA sequence 0 0 0 0 1 16

Denmark Europe 33 DNA sequence 0 0 0 0 1 15

Wales Europe 92 DNA sequence 0 0 0 0 1 15

Cornwall Europe 69 DNA sequence 0 0 0 0 1 15

North German/ Europe 107 DNA sequence 0 0 0 q 1 15

Ba',,afia Europe 49 DNA sequence 0 0 0 0 1 15

Tuscany Europe 48 RFLP 0 0. 0 0 1 14

BaSques Europe 61 DNA sequence 0 0 0 0 1 15

Spain Europe 30 DNA sequence 0 0 0 0 1 15

Portugal Europe 30 DNA sequence 0 0 0 0 1 15

Turkey Europe 22 DNA sequence 0 O 0 0 1 15
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• Lbo_uPation Location N RFLPIDNA seq data A B C D Other Reference
Vietnamese SE Asia 28 RFLP 0 0.071 0 0 0.93 17

Malayans SE Asia 32 RFLP 0 0.031 0 0 0.97 17

Malaysians SE Asia 32 RFLP 0 0.16 0 0 0.84 17

Papua New Guinea, coast Pacific island." 55 DNA sequence 0 0.42 0 0 0.+58 18

Papua New Guinea highland Pacific island`< 64 DNA sequence 0 0 0 0.031 0.97 18. J

Vanuatu Pac_ficisland-< 41 DNAsequence 0 0,73 0 0 0.93 19

Mongolians Central Asia 103 RFLP&DNA sequence 0.048 0.097 0.14 0+2 0.52 20

Tibetans Central Asia 54 RFLP 0.11 0.056 0.037 0.11 0.68 21

C. Chinese Central Asia 20 RFLP 0.1 0.25 0.05 0.05 0.55 17

Altai Siberia 17 DNA sequence 0 0 0.18 0 0.82 1

Sel'kups Siberia 20 RFLP 0 0 0.35 0 0.65 22

Nganasans Siberia 49 RFLP 0.02 0 0.39 0.37 0.22 22

Evenks Siberia 51 RFLP 0.039 0 0.84 0.1 0.02 22

Udegeys Siberia 45 RFLP 0 0 0.18 0 0.82 22

Nivkhs Sibena 57 RFLP 0 0 0 0.28 0.72 22

Evens Siberia 43 RFLP 0 0 0.58 0.07 0.35 22

Yukagirs Siberia 27 RFLP 0 0 0.59 0.33 0.074 22

Koryak Siberia 24 RFLP 0.24 0 0.22 £.087 0.46 22

Koryak Sibena 155 RFLP&DNA sequence 0.052 0 0.36 (:.013 0.57 23

ttel'men Sibeda 47 RFLP&DNA sequence 0.064 0 0.15 0 0.79 23

Chukchi Siberia 38 RFLP 0.38 0 0.17 3.17 0.29 22

Eskimos Siberia 80 RFLP 0.8 0 0 0.2 0 22

Eskimos N. America 462 . RFLP .= 0.51 0.006 0.024 0.4 0.054 24

Aleuts N. Amedca 77 " RFLP 0.27 0 0.013 3.65 0.055 24

Inupiaq N. America 5 DNA sequence 1 0 0 0 0 1 ,..

Inuit N. America 30 RFLP 0.97 0 0 0.033 0 6

Ancient Humans Location N RFLP/DNA seq data A B C D Other Reference
Plains N. America 5 RFLP&DNA sequence 0 0.4 0.4 0 0.2 25

Ventana Cave N. Amenca 3 RFLP&DNA sequence 0 0.67 0.33 0 0 25

Oneota N. America 108 RFLP (some DNA sequence) 0.32 0.12 0.43 ().083 0.056 27

Fremont N. America 32 RFLP 0 0.75 0.12 0.06 0.06 28

Kaweskar N. Amedca 19 RFLP 0 0 0.16 0.84 0 29

Aonikenk N. Amedca 15 RFLP 0 0 0.27 0.73 0 29

Yamaha N. America 11 RFLP 0 0 0.91 ,3.091 0 29

Selk'nam N. Amedca 13 RFLP 0 0 0.46 0.46 0.077 29

Maya N. America 9 RFLP 0 0 0.89 0.11 0 30

Brazilian Amazon S. Amenca 18 DNA sequence 0.28 0.056 0.056 3.056 0.56 31

Japanese Asia 10 DNAsequence 0 0 0 0 1 32

Chinese Asia 23 DNA sequence 0 0.043 0.087 0 0.87 33

Neandertal Europe 1 DNA sequence 0 0 0 0 1 34

IceMan Europe 1 DNAsequence 0 0 0 0 1 35

Un-reviewed publications

Pyramid Lake. NV N. Amedca 21 RFLP 0.095 0.28 0.048 0.48 0.095 36

_Shields et aL 1993. ZWard et a11993. _'orroni et al. 1993a. 4Torroni et aL 1992. SWard et al.

1991,6Lorenz and Smith 1996 TTon'oni eta 1994b. SKolman et al. 1995. gBatista et al. 1995. E)OI 06805

_°Kolman and Bermingham 1997. t_Ginther et aL 1993. _2Graven et al 1998. t3Watson et al.

1996. L'_Torroni et aL 1996. tSRichards et at. 1996. t6Pult et al. 1994. _TBallinger et aL 1992.

_SStoneking et al. 1990. tgHagelberg et al. 1999. ;°Kolman et al. 1996. Z_Torroni et al. '1994a.

22Torroni et al. 1993b. _3Schurr eta[. 1999. 2_Merriwether et al. 1995, 2SKelman and Tuross 1999. Attachmen_ A. Page 36FEDERAL DEFENDANTS' REQUEST FOR
25Handt et al. 1996.27Stone and Stoneking 1998.2BParr et al. 1996. ZgFox 1996. _°Merriwether et ADDITIONAL TiME TO DO MITOCHONDRIAL

aL 1997. _'Ribeiro-dos-Santos etal. 1996. _:Horai el al. 1991 _0o a e al 1999. _"Krings eta] DNA ANALYSIS

1997 _Har_,d_etal 1994,_Kaestle 1997
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,Figure 2. Map of the world marked with populations from Table 2.
Contemporary popuiiations are marked with a red "X" and ancient
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l Alan L. Schneider, OSB No. 68147
1437 SW Columbia Street, Suite Z00

3 Portland, OR 97201
TcL-_hone: (503) 274-8444

4 F_cslrnile: (503) 274-8445

5 £auta A. Ban"an, OSB No. 80397
BAg.RAN r IEBM.A.N, 1".T.p6
60a SW 2'_, Suite 2300

7 Portland, OR 97204
T¢lepb.one: (502) 228-0500

8 Facs_m.ile: (503) !74-1212

9 A_omeys for P[ai_fiff

l0

IN T_r-'IEUNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
tl

1: : FOR T'AE DISTRICT OF OREGON

13
ROBSON BONNICHSEN, etal., )

14 ) USDCNo.CV96-t481JE
Plaintiffs, )

t5 ) AFFIDAVITOF
v. ) THEODORE G. SCHUR.K

"O.'NITED STA.TES OF AMERICA, )

17 DEPA.R.TM.ENT OF THE ARMY. eta1., )
)

1S Defendants. ")

19

20 ST_ATE 05: TEXAS ")
)ss./'b ____

21 Coun_of../_X_i" )

!2 i, Theodore G. Schtrrr being first duly sworn, dodepose _d state as follows:

*..3 1. 1 am a Po_-Doctoral Scientist m the DepaTtment of Genetics at the Southwest Foundanon for

24 Biom=dical Research (%'WBR"), San Antonio, Texas. My area of expertise is the study and analys_s of

25
mitochondrial DNA .("mtDNA") and Y chromosome variation in modern human populations, m parBcular,

26_
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I theindigenouspopulationsofSibcP,a and theAmcrica_.Imake this _davit m supportof [h,."plaintiff's'

2 motiontogainaccc_ tol.hcKermew'ickMan skektu,forthepin-poseofund=_kir_gr.hcscien_ficstudics

3 and analyses dcsc'6bed in that redden. Specifically, this affidavit will -d,']mss the following issues: (a) the

4 umportanceand rclcvanceof pc:'forminggenetictestsolithe skeleton,(b) how such tcsr_,shouldbe

5
performedandtheresultsat_alyzed.

6
2. My professionalqualificationsareasfollows:iholdanM..A.and Ph.D.inAnr.hrc,pologywhich

7

sil£ receivedfrom Emory Uni-,crsitym t996and 1998,respectively,and a Bachelor'sdegreeinZoologY

which I receivedfzom theUmvcrsityofGeorgiain 19S3. Between earningmy Bachelor'sdegreeand
9

comulctingthePh.D.,Iworkedforthrc-_yearsasa ResearchTcchrticianintheDepartmento;7Genetics.'_
10,

:he University of Geor_a. where [ conducted z,_careh on genes involved in photosynthesis, and t_en
11

12 !! anot'_cr five years as a Research Technician in the Department of C.r_ctics md Molecular Medicine at

13 Emory. University., where I conducted research into both clinical and anthrc_pological gene_zs of huraan

14 populations. After graduating from Emory University, I worked briefly as a Post-Doctoral Fellow in _e

!5 Center for Molecular Medicine at Emory Univer.lty. I then took my current Post-Doctoral Sciennst

16 j position at SF'BR. At pre._nq I am participating in a long-u..n National Institute of Healr.h project called

I7 _e Strong Heart. Family Study which involves the mapping and identification of g_._es that contribute to

I8
cardiovascular disca._ risk in Native Americans.

19
3- For the past ten years, the main focus of my work has been investigating the pE:oplmg of the

20

Americas from a biogenetic perspective. Tt_Ls _ has involved the anaJysi_ of md)N& variation m
21

approxxmately 1000 native Sib¢'t'ian and apwoximatciy 600 Native American individuals _'-ovn50 different
Z2

populatmz_, and the analysis of Y-chromosome variation in the majority of those individuals. While most
23

of my research has taken place in the laboratory., I have also conducted field research with Russian2,1

15 collcagtles m northeastern S_cria to gain a better tmd_ding of population histories m t2aatregion, in

2s addition to these studies, I b.a've bccn involved in numerous other molecular genetic armly'ses of Afi-ic,'m,
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1 Asian. Abori_nal Australian, and Em'olX'an/Caucasian populadorts, and thtme have coIle_tively given me a

2 broad tmdcrs:._nding of population genetic variation in human groups. Based on these studie:i, I have co-

3 au_onzcd hearty 50 scientific articles and papers- The_ include articles published i.n scientific journals,

4 review arncles, papers presented at scierttifie corderences, and chzpters for boak_ on anthropological issues.

5
4. Genetic re_rar_h conducted by myself, my eolleagu_ at Emery, umv_-ity, and o*er scientists

/3
over the pm_t decade has provided a number of seminal insights into the peopling of the New World. DblA

7
analyses of modem populations and prehistoric ske.letal r_ma/ns have provided important new m/'orma_ion

8

about the 0mmg of human coIonization of the Americas, the number or migrations that r_ched the New
9

World, ",,rod We potettt/al source area(s) from which the early New World colonizing p0puiation(s)
10

origmate_. OvcraB, the data obtained from DNA research impty that the colonization of the Americas was
I1

a more complex process than suShi'ted by earlier models, one that has a _'eater t_me depth and involvc_22

13 more coIonizing _oups than previously fnought. A gertcral o,_erview of these insights is pro,tided below.

14 More deta:ls can be found in Appendixr.s A and B attached to this affidavit. Appendix A pro_des teclmicaI

15 det_ls concerning the proF:rties of_e two genetic systems tl_t have commonly beem used for population

16 af-5.liation studies, the rntDNA and the Y-chromosome. Ap.pettdix B aescn_oes_e gcncdc charac_eV,_clcs of
i

1_ modern, New World native OopuJations. These characteristics provide critical baseline information that are

needed for m'_yefforts to deten_ine the po#uJation affinities of_e Kcrmewick skeleton.

I9
5. For maey yc-a-rs, the ruling "paradigm" in scientific thought concerning the l_copling of the

2c.
Axnericas was the Clovis First Model. According %othis model, the New World was first c.o[onized by a

21.

small hand oflcc Age big-game I_mters who gained acce4s to the interior of North America via _ ie.--free
22

corridor in west-central C.an_da approximately 11,700 years b_fore present ("YBP'3. From the southern
23

end of this ice-free corridor (somewhere in the vicinity of modem Montan._), dais .small _md of humans2_

25 s_grpos-'d}y radiated outward so rapidi'y that, witl,._n les.g than 1,$00 y_ars, their descendants had reacbed the

zs up of South America. Modem genetic _ese_.rch has brought these posmlat_-s of the Clov_s First Mode! into
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1 question.

2 A. The Ctovis First Model postulates that the New World wa_ colonized by people of Asian origin.

3 DNA dam have confirmed this postulate, at ]cast tbr the most part. Th_ majority of mtDNAs aa_d Y-

4 chromosomes of modern New World native populations contain genetic markers i_di_.at/nz _a_ their

aneas_or_ originated in Asia. S_ Appendi.,: B, Paragraphs 16, 17.

6
B The Clovis First Model also postulates that the peopling of the New World is atwibutabl¢ to a

single colonimng event. DNA studies do not sul:rpor_that postulate. The most coramo, mr.DNA lineages
8

fotmd in modern New World native populations belong to hap]ogroups A, B, C and 13. See Appendi.x B.
9

Para_aph 2. Two or" these haplogrou?s (A and B) appear to have originated in southeaa_ Siberia or10

i1 Mongolia, air.hough haplogroup B seems r.o have a swoag F.asr Asian dia"aqbution Appendix B, Paragraph

_2 16A. Hapl.o_ou'Fs C and D, on the other band, may have had multiple source areas in Asia, inclading

I3 southeastern S_¢via a_d the Amur Rive: region. Appendfix B, Paragraph 16B. In addition, a mtDNA

la iineags fotmd in varying frequencies in modem New World populations, haplogu_0up _ appears to bc

15 dist:mtiy related to a s/mil_ haplogroup found in Europe'a_ populations. Appendix B, P_a-am-aph 13.

1.6 ,_though fi_e orig.-inn! source ar_a for haplogroup X has yet _o be determined, it does not appear to be east

1"7
ASm. Such dam appear to indicate that the colomzers of the New World did not.originate in .', single l/tinted

18
re,on of the Asian landmass, if they did n_t, then the case. for. a single colonizing event becomes less

19
plausible.

2o

C. Another pos-mlate of the Clovis First Model is that the original colomzers of tl_e New World
21'

consisted of a small band that contained only a few hundred merabcrs (or at most a few thousand). One
22

corollary of this posmlat_ is that all modern New World na_ave l_vples would sbm'e the same degree o(23

24 Nologicai r=lazionship to one another and to the original colo'ni_Jng group. Under this view• the genetic and

25 morphological differenc_ between modem native populations would merely be a reflection _f the diff_c'nt

26 h_stortcaI events (e.g., genetic drift, founder effects, natural selection) t_hcyexperienced after separation in
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the New World. However, the DNA data diseuased m Paragraph B abo'ae do_ not support these

z conclusions. If the NeW World was' in fact colomzed by multil_le groups at different rimes, then the

3 di fferenees between modern native peoples reflect different geneti¢ inputs as well as their particular h.i_a:wic

4
c,'cpemenees. As a result, some modern native groups will have a closer, and others a moll:re-mote.

5
bio}o_ca_.r.or_nccdontos-p.ccil_cearlyNc"_World populafion_.For some groups,theconnectionmay be

6
_Jmostnone:xJ_c_t,orindh-cc_atbest.

7

D. Another posgalate of the Cloyis First Model Js That the New World w-_ not colonLzrd until
S

aporoximatcly I 1,700 Y'BP. This postulate is inconsist_t with dates obtained through statisn,zal analyses
O

o'f DNA da:a. Various rese'ar=hers have used DNA dam to estimate the timing of New World ,:o|oni7"ation

by t:_icuLa_:__righow long ago the genetic Imcages found in m_x:lern Nazivc Ame6cm_s spli: from theft-
11

12 progenitors in Asia. The divergence tirn_ calculared for the di_krent generic lineages range: on average

_3 from 38.t39 Y'BP to 23,097 YI3P, depending on the data and methods used, The most probable conclusion

14 is that mr]2JNA haplogroups A-D arrived in ",he New Wor'id well before t8,000 YBP, with haplo_oup X

!5 zmving _her before or aft_ this _me. See Appendix B, Paragraphs 1I, 14.

16 6. It is my understanding that a_r_wersare being sou ,gbt 1o two questions concerning _ Kennewick

-7 Mzn skele':on: (a) is it related to present-day U.S. Native A.roe,,icans; ('b) is it affi]i._ted to ary of the five

lS
tribes tha_ have claimed it? By necessity, a_y attempt to resolve d_ese questions must rely prinmrily on

19
biological and genetic analyses of the Skeleton. There are no G_ltural a_facts associatr..d wit2x the ._keleton

20

other than the projectile poet fragment lodged in its b.Jp. Even if this fi'agment can be adennfied a._
Zl

bcIon_ng to a pro-titular lithJc tradition, flaere is -noobjective way to delete.me whether it was manui_tcuarcd
27

by Kcrme,_,ick Man's _be or by some other, possl"bly ho_le, group of people. Furth_n,ore. uulitan_
23

artifacts _:uch as projectile points may not be the best indicators of group identity bemuse, u.urc_ated24

___ populations may use s{miiar tool_, as a result of cultural borrowmg _ _-ade. Likewise, arguments b_ed on

Z6 iinguis--P,ccriteria will be essentially unhelpful. SEnce dead mer_ can't speak, there is no way to know what
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1 language Kermewick M_ spoke duz'i_g his lifetime. The. without _fmbolic_tlly interpretable artifacts or

: evidence of linguistic affiliation, one can o_7 speculate as to wheth_ K_newick M_n's cultural

3 conc_ficn of the world, mythology, clan s_a'ucturo mad other .symbolic elea-nents used to det=_line h/s social

4 a._,dcuk,,ral identity, were the same as _osc of any modem Native American tffoc.

5 7. The only things that can dgfm_tely be Imown _bout Kg_uje_ck Man _re what his gkelet.on can

6 i
teli us. Ln fact, much can be learned from sk_-lctal a.nd dental studios (i.e., metric me-asurement;_ and d_screte

7

traits ob6e_'ation_). These lin¢,s of evidence can provide important in._ights into Kermewick Man's
8

biological afftrtitigs to d_ff_.t modern and prelfistoric htmmn populations. However. they provide only
9

part of the needed informafian. A_atomic.al feattrre.s such as teeth and cramal featttres indir_fly reflect the
70

11 underlying genetic rela6.0nships betwegn populations _d individuals because the genes i_u_cing those

12 ._-ai_ are not known. In cor_.gt. DNA ,_miyges can me_ttre tho_¢ r_lafionshil:_ dire.otiy. Among other

I3 _hmgs. DNA data ca_ de_=mfine whether Kermev4ck Man i_ g_etical]y similar to modern Native

_4 Am_-ncans. or whether he possesses gL-netie markers nol typical of contemporary native popuJations.

15, addition, depending upon the spe_fic m,-trk_rs that are found, DNA data m_y poss_.biy be able to _11 us

1t_ wb.eth_ Kennewi_k Man is g_-nerica]ly clo_cr to one robe (or groupof WibcS) than to othe:s. Such data,

17 tog_th_ with skeletal =tnd dental data, czm provide an objective and rational bas_ for _essmg this

18
individual's population aflirfiti_s.

19
8_ IfDNA teeing oft_he skeleton is permitted, the tests protocol should be desigt:cd r.o obtain as

20

much information as possible. _ this regard, I recorrtmend tha_, at a m/n/mum, the follo,_ng tests should
21

be pcrfc_-med:
2z

A. The mtDNA from theskeleton should be mbjected to restriction fragment leng_ po]ymorphism23

::4 (_ ".-RFI.2") analysis. "iNs method d_c'rm{nes the extem _o which the mrDNAs of differen': individuals _e

me _me or dissirnil_ at certain discrete locations (called "recognition sites") in the.r sequ_nees of

nucIeo_idc bases. S_ Appendix A. Para==:'aph 3. All of the RFLPs present m a human mfiDNA defines its
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"'bat_lorype.'" I'I_]o_ that share a s'pecifi¢ se[ of P,.FLPsm'e said to belong to a "h_logroup" or,

- a _ernaUx,el _. a mtDNA lineage", bee-ause they are genealogically related. See Appendix A, paragraph 7.

3 Or the_e RFLP._. only a small subset of them identify, spe,c_c haplogrmq_s, _md. hence, ¢on.stitute the

a diag'no._ic geactic marker_ for these mtDNA lineages. To date, the only haplogroups found m modem New
_ I!

"_ World populations that ar_: thought to predate Europe.an contact are h_-plogroups A, B, C, D and X. See

6
Appendix '.B,paragraph.s 4 and i4. Consequently, K¢"anewick Man's mtDNA ,_ould be sc-l'eened for the

'7
RFLPs that deft,no tbese haplogroups. I..fnone of them are deteeted, then _ skeleton should be cr..sted for

8

P,FLPs which define other known As_an haplogroups.
9

B. DNA testing of the skeleton should also include the direct sequencing of at '.east the tirm
to

11 hyp.ervanable segment ("Irv'$-I") of the mtDNA control tenon ("CR'). I_ contrast to RY'I.P analysts

1_- which s:ans the g_-nome for isolated sequence changes at selected recogr_ition sites, CR. sequencgng

1.3 9rovides _ nucleotide-by-nucleoride decoding of a sizeable piece of the mt.DNA_ See Appendix A

14 P-,=-ag_raph6. Variation in CR nucleotide sequ_ces often provid_ information abou: lira:el identity of

15 mtDNAs, a=d can be u_.t to dis_'lguish otherwise identical RYI.P haplorypez fi'om each other. As a result.

16 they increase our ability "torcconsmact the genetic histories and relations&ips of diffm_Lt mtDNA lineages

]'7
(and of tJ',e indi,,-idual._ who sham tho_e lineageS).

18
C. DNA testing of _e skeletem should also in¢}ade an at'terrrpt to define its Y--chromosome

I q
haplogroup, or paternal lin_age. The Y chromosome is the male counterpart of mtDNA. Whereas mtDNA

z0

is inherited fi'om an mdlv_dual, mother, Y chromosomes are tran_matted only tl_ough the m',fle mcmabers of
21

a family _'ee (fcrn_.lcs possess only X chromosomes). To date, two Asian paternal lineages that are thoug_ht
22

:o pred_[e die era of European contact comprise the vast majority of Y-cla-omosomes found m modeT_ New23

24 World native populations. See Appendix B, Paragraph 17. Tc_s should be conducted on the Kemnewick

'.'5 skeleton for these two haplogroups. I.f they am not found, tests for other Y-chromosome haplogroups

"6 ' should be pe.rformeA.
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9. &naJyzmg :mcient DNA is more complicated than analyzing modern DNA. Ancient DNA is

2 u_mally debn'_8.ed (i,e.. broken into m_y small s_gm_nts) became of normal processes of detcnomtion in

Theskeleton, and sometimes be_musc of po_-mo'/xern enviz_nmental conditions. As a re_m.flt_exl.Tacrion and

4 : PCR amplt15cadon (repli_tion) of the_ fragments can be difficult, In addition, special _are must be token

5 dunng the ana]y_ to avnid conmrnirmdon by DNA fIom modem sources. Consequently, the m_ng of the

6
Kcrmc_._/ck skeleton should be conducted by _iennsts ¢.xpe.rienced b_ the unique thai]cages pre3ented by

"7

ancient DNA research. "1"oensure the reliability of the dam obtained, samples from the skcleum should be

8

tested by at least two d_ff_nt laboratories, much a_ was done with the r_cendy azmlyzed Ne,xnder_ai
9

skeleton,
!6

t0. ,Equally critical is [he process used for the analysis of th_ test re._lts. Some of [he relevant

12 i considerations m this re_,'avd includc the following:
I

131 A..11_ecvaluanona_d mtm-pre_ar.ioqofthetestresultsshouJdbe conductedby sci_rist,__'hoarc

4 fan'.iliarwithboth_nciemhuman DNA resem'chand:FirstAmericansissues.Not allDNA resc_chcrshave

15 thenecessarybackgroundin these_xc_s.In ad_hon, s_ce indivN,,_lscientistscan diffcrin _cir

6 ir,r,.'rprem_ons ofdm_ an effo_ should be mad= to obtain as many dill%rent viewpoints_ pos,._ib[c.

!7 B..1"he test rr_ult,_ should be compared to all relevant pubkished DNA data. Such dam should

"is
inotude mtDNA and Y chromosome dam for both modem and prehistoric New World naT/re populadoas,

I9

and for relevant. _oups in Asia and eI_cwhere m the world. In addifior_ analyses _'_ould bc requested from
2_

researchers who have databases of urrpuhlished DNA information. For example, I have ual:,ublishcxi DNA
21

data flora Sibcrmn and other Asian populations thin could be hdpfui i_ i_t_:rr_tmg any t_st _ul_ from the
12

Ken=ewick ske]e'mn. Other r=searchers i_m'rested i_ First Amefiear_s issues may also have relevan_
"Z3

?.4! unpublished information.

15 C. Since one purpose of this process is to detm-n_nc if the skcl¢_.on can be aL_liated m any ofth_

26 )1 tribes that have chimed it, a _cial effort should be made to obtain comparative data specific to tho_c
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upholdmg their claims would lack an adequate factual foundation.robes. W_thout such d_c_onan_!

z Accordingly, the claiming thebes should be asked if their members will provide blood or bucehal (cheek)

3 cell samplcS for DNA testing. _" they will not. then it may be poss_le to obtain DNA samFles for these

a tribes from skeletal or other biological irmterialS held in archaeological collecSons.

1_- It c,urmot be predicted in _dvmaee what kind of I3NA data will bc obtah_ed _om the Kennewlck

6 ske!eton if testing is l_ ,'nitte._ or what conclusions will be appropriate to draw _'om those dale. There are

7
many pos,_biliries. For e-xa_iple, tribal claims would be enhanced if the skeleton is found to contain one of

8

file genetic l.i_cages (such as mtDNA haplogroups A, B, C, D oi X) that are tmown to predn*.eEuropean
5

¢anmct. All or.herthings being equal, thc_"presence m the skeleton wouM bc conMstent with tl'.econclusion
10

that Kermewtck Man represents a population that contnbuted to the anc_,_y of modem U.S. Native
ll

Arneh/cans. However they would not be conclusive proof of ancestry because the_ haplogxoups are not
12

13 unique to U_S. native populations. On the other hand, it L_possible that DNA resting could discover one or

14 more genetic markers that are unique to this skeleton and one of the claiming tn'bes. If this were the case,

15 tht_-nthe inferen_ of an _nc_traI-desceadant relationship would be dif'fi.cult to dispute. This is why all of

16 the abovemenrioned genetic data should be obtainS, a_ they are needed to delineate between the genetic

l'I markers present m Asi_dVEurasian DNAs from those appearing in modern New World native populations.

18 Conversely, tribal claims would be wcakmed if the skeleton were found to contain genetic markers thai are

19
not known to be c-b2r'acteristicof modern New World native populations. Once agam, howe,_er, such data

20
would not be absolutely conclusive.

21

12. In any of these possible scenarios, the final conclusions about the skeleton's population
22

afI2nities should bc made in light of M1 of the informanon that can be obtsined from it, whether it bc
23

genetic, omeolog_ca[, dental, or biochemical. Should all such information be ¢ntix'ely consisk,lt m pointmg
24

to the same condusiom then our overall intetpt=_don will become more robust. Conversely. if the dam25

z6 ob:ame d from different studies appear to be mconsistent with one another, then e_ch line of evidence must
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'!

1 be c_rcfulty reviewed and sssessed to determine what it is telling us. In some cnsc_ it may be difficult to

2 recoxacile the different data sets and _each an unambig-aou_ conclusion. Such a situation would .ot

3 neces.'_a-nly mean that these data are re.accurate or irrc]evanl, ha: only that nnofe data are re_uire,] to make a

4 more certain ascertaixmtent ofth_ skeletons biologlcal status.

5 13. V_qu'leDNA data era-mot be predicted to conchmively e._mblish Kennewick Man',; population

i6 affihat:cms, any decision concmming the skel_on's fate will be deficient if it does not rot.= this line of

evidence {_to accotmt. DNA is the only Source of information that dix_fly assessu_ the undcTlying gCrlctic
3

I relationships (or lack thereof) between and among population_. Only DN'A anatyses c_n dire_,_dy
e_ablish

9

the shared genetic charactcr/_dcs of all hth"nan m-_ups and the broad geneo]og_l lin_ betwecr, populatiom
1Q

with_ various geographic mgiom, as well _ more localized genetic differenc_ betavee.n differ_t11 J

12 pepula_on subgroups, ha sitslation_ of this kd.nd: DNA i_ a line of evidence that cannot be reasonably

13 di_-regard_d.

14 ] 14. On a broader level, DNA dam from the Kcnnewick skeleton is important because of :he
._ eontributi_ms gach information could make to our _mderstanding of the processes that resu}ted in the peopling ot

16 J the A.meri_._.__ New statisticai analyses _fcra_al and skeletal da_a from New Wortd populations have begun to

17 reveal an_mr'mc_] differences b,-tween ancient Paleoamcrica_a or "Paleoindian" human remains and tho_e dat",ng

from the Archaic penod forwazd to modern t{ni_, However, it is not completely clear what caused these

19

'! differences. They _ouid be attributable to the occurrence of multiple, te-m!zorally distinct rattvadons from
2o 1

I1 different parts of Asia to d_e ._ner_eas. On the other hand, they could rot]eel the in _'it'u biolo_cal _ffcre_tiation21

of native populations because of geographic i_l:_tiem from ancestral populations _n Asia. ,-rodsubsequent contact
22

since that time between widely scattered populations in the Americas. In either case, data from s_udies of

Palcoameric.a= rmnains arc r_ecded to clarify thesc questions since wach remains represent the c,,'_rtiestknown24

25 occu'pants of the New World.

2; 15. The study of Paleoarnerican ,=mains v,411help scientists more accurately recon/knact the preiustory
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I of the Americas. While molcclllm- genetics has enlarged oar understanding of the biological links between :_nan

2 and Native American peoples, this fie|d has not provided answers to all of the questions conccroing the origins

3 and affinities of'New World populations, improvea'nen_ in our undcrsmndhlg of the riming and processes of the

4
cohmization of the New World requires study of_e g_ography and geology o["S_eri.', a_d :he: Americ=._, the

5
Ianguages ofmadem Native Americall peoples, the cultural diversity of these populations, aid. the biological

6

variation pres_-nt within them. In other words, o_e must consider the totality of anthropologic_.l evidence
7

pertaining to Native A.mencan originsto gain the most complete pictureof the, peopling of :he New World. and
8

this inc]udes biological information available through file exan_i_a_iouof Paleoamerica_ skeletons.
9

16. I have no personal gtake tn testing of the KL_metwick Man _l¢c[,'_on, nor any prr'judiccs _.bout theI0

ulm'_atc outcome of this study, which i would evaluate fairly and impartially fig|yen the oppcrmniry. Moreover,ii

12 i h=ve nothing to gain from an erroneous or inaccurate determination of the biological affLrunes of this skelcton_

13 DAteD this 2 / -- of January. 2000. _:S ///
14 "'- r

_5 ThcodorcO. Schurr

SU'BSCR_EBED and SWORN to before me this_/'_'_y of Janua_5,, 2000.
1 6

17

No_tar_..ublic for Kbd/,q#- _o,',//r-:

19 My Commission Expires:, :/,4/# "7
# •

20

23

Z4

25

Z6
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I certify that I made service of the foregoing Motion To Modify the September 21, 1999

Order on the parties herein by faxing and depositing in the United States mail at P3rtland,

Oregon, on February 1_L2000, a copy thereof, enclosed in a postage prepaid enveJope, addressed

to:

Alan L. Schneider, Esq.
1437 S.W. Columbia Street, Suite 200
Portland, OR 97201

Paula Barran, Esq.
BARRAN & LIEBMAN

601 S.W. Second Street, Suite 2300
Portland, OR 97204-3159

Attorneys for Plaintiffs in No. 96-1481

David J. Cummings, Esq.
Nez Perce Office of Legal Counsel
P.O. Box 305

Lapwai, 113 84540-0305

Dan Hester, Esq.
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Louisville, CO 80027
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